In the Fox project we make frequent use of conditional code within Standard ML functors: code which depends on the functor arguments. The canonical example is instrumentation code for testing or debugging, only present when ags in the functor arguments are set. We would like the object code of instantiations of these functors to be as e cient as possible, i.e., to omit the code when the argument ags are not set. This note considers compilation techniques to achieve this goal, and code styles which do well in the absence of such techniques.
Introduction
This note discusses the issue of conditional code within functors in Standard ML 4]; i.e., code paths which depend on the functor arguments. The canonical example is debugging or testing code, which is included or excluded depending on a boolean ag in the functor arguments: #ifdef DEBUG printf("n = %d\n",n); #endif /* DEBUG */ However, no code is generated for b] when the debugging ag is o . This is not true for a], at least using release 0.93 of the Standard ML of New Jersey compiler 1] (the most recent at the time of writing). The code generated for the function f includes code to test the value debug and to evaluate expression e1 or e2 accordingly. This disadvantage may become important when Standard ML is considered for systems programming tasks, a goal of the Fox project 2].
The problem reduces to this: Standard ML has a way of expressing the opportunity for conditional compilation, namely the use of functors with boolean arguments, but Standard ML compilers do not currently perform any conditional compilation because of the manner in which they compile functor declarations and applications. The compilation technique used is semantically correct but generates ine cient code.
This note describes current Standard ML compilation techniques and explores possible coding styles and compiler optimizations that may improve the situation. Work is also proceeding on extending the Standard ML language in such a way as to enforce conditional compilation, but that is outside the scope of this note.
Code Generation for Functors
The use of a functor in a] to express conditional code suggests that the decision on which version of the code to compile should be made at functor application time, when the ag debug is available. 1 All code fragments in this note are identi ed by a single letter.
That is, the compilation of the structure declarations for Production Since functor application occurs in a very di erent context to function application (i.e., functor applications are statically known), this compilation technique is not really suitable to the needs of programmers. It would be more useful if the compiler kept some intermediate representation of the functor (such as the abstract syntax) and generated code for the functor body at functor application time. In general this would shift compilation time from functor evaluation to functor application, equivalent in C to postponing optimization until link-time. A more sophisticated approach might consider compiling functor declarations as partially evaluated structure declarations, and specialize the evaluation at functor application time.
However, the Fox project's FoxNet software depends on currently available compilers, so we need a coding style that is compatible with the current functor compilation technique.
Possible Coding Styles
Given the current techniques used for functor compilation, how can we rewrite our code to produce the best runtime performance in functor bodies with conditional code?
Consider the example code d], from our Ethernet driver testing and timing functor. The values Debug.include prints, Debug.do prints and do prints are all functor arguments. Note that the conditional code here obscures the real purpose of the function generic receive. Fragment e] is a version without any instrumentation.
Assuming that all the debugging arguments are false, the code executed for d] will be very similar to that for e], except for either 2 or 3 boolean tests, depending on the path taken. Each test will take 3 or 4 instructions, and if we have decided to take some handicap, this is not an unacceptable one. But the code is very opaque. It can be trivially improved by combining two of the ags (code fragment f]).
We can improve fragment f] further by abstracting the instrumentation into a function (fragment g]). This is now much more legible than d], but we have introduced function calls to debug append into the code. Function calls are usually more expensive than boolean tests because of register saving; even a call to an empty function may take a dozen or more instructions. Also this mechanism is not very general. The debug action function can now be used around any instrumentation function call in the functor body: a very general mechanism. However, in the case that the debugging switches are o , we are now doing 3 or 4 function calls and 2 or 3 boolean tests each time we call generic receive. This is substantially worse than in our original code, and seems an expensive price to pay. We can remove the boolean tests easily enough: i] val debug_action = if static_print then (fn f => (fn arg => if !Debug.do_prints then (f arg) else ())) else (fn _ => (fn _ => ())) generic receive now only has an overhead of 3 or 4 function calls. If we uncurry debug action we can reduce that by one, at the cost of some legibility in the body of generic receive.
Note that this nal version, i], is crucially di erent from its predecessors in that it evaluates a condition at functor-application time. This di erence, caused by \hoisting" the condition up through the surrounding lambdas, suggests the following solution to our problem: This code fragment expresses perfectly our intention: that the functor application should test the static print ag and create a function generic receive accordingly. However, it is very bad from the point of view of code modi cations; there is no guarantee that generic receive opt and generic receive debug are equivalent, and therefore di erences will inevitably arise in code like this when code is modi ed.
This code also incurs a space overhead under SML/NJ. The code generated for both functions generic receive opt and generic receive debug, will be placed in a single indivisible code object on the heap. Even if the functor is applied only once, the codes for both functions will remain`live data' on the heap, since they both lie in the`live' code object.
Possible Compiler Optimizations
The various code structures in section 3 are attempts to work around a problem which can be viewed as a failure in the compiler. Functor applications are static (in the sense that there is a nite number of them in the compilation of any piece of Standard ML, determined only by the number of occurrences of the functor-application syntax), and so the compiler should apply all the means at its disposal to optimize functor application. This is similar to the argument for link-time optimization of C or other languages, and the e ect is similar: cross-module optimization. As discussed in section 2, such an implementation of functors is certainly possible.
Short of a major re-implementation of functors, what improvements can be made to the compiler to improve the compilation of conditional code?
The most obvious possibility is to introduce condition-hoisting, to change code d] to code j] automatically. This is akin to the techniques used in`binding-time improvement' in partial evaluators 3, Chapter 12]. The case of interest to us is a static if expression inside a function declaration. In the Bare language, this has the following form: fn match, where match contains the subexpression e 1 : e 1 : (fn true => e 2 | false => e 3 ) (v) and v is a var free in match.
We transform this into:
(fn true => (fn match e 2 =e 1 ]) | false => (fn match e 3 =e 1 ])) (v) This transformation is in e ect already performed outside of functors by constant-folding; adding it only a ects functors by making this limited form of constant-folding explicit so that it can be carried out at functor-application time. Note that the transformation could lead to code size explosion (but in typical codes will not), and can be governed by heuristics based on the sizes of match, e 2 and e 3 . If either e 2 or e 3 is a trivial expression (such as ()), this transformation is a signi cant improvement for that side of the resulting expression.
We can generalize this transformation in two ways. Firstly if v is a general expression, the transformation can still be applied if the compiler can determine that the value of v cannot change after the (fn match) expression is evaluated. This is a property of expressions which can be useful to the compiler in other contexts (outside of functors, it indicates a value which can be computed at compile-time), so determining it for v does not present additional di culty. Secondly the transformation can be generalized to types of v other than bool.
Note that the code style preferred in section 3 (as shown in code fragment i]) will not bene t from this transformation. Indeed, adopting code style i] will reduce e ciency in the presence of this transformation, since the function-call overhead will not be eliminated.
Our Decision
We have decided to use a code style which expresses our intention clearly, such as this: The debug action function is then wrapped around any instrumentation code. It is not curried because SML/NJ doesn't optimize away the currying of functions.
Conclusions
In conclusion, Conditional code is supported in many other languages, such as C, C++, Modula-3 and Common Lisp, either by use of macros or by constant-folding if structures. Conditional code is required for code instrumentation or for ready portability. Standard ML supports conditional code through the use of functors taking switches as arguments. This technique is very natural, and similar to the Modula-3 GENERIC style of modular programming. Current Standard ML compilers do not e ciently compile instantiations of functors which include conditional code. They must do so if Standard ML is to have comparable speed to other languages used in systems programming. Code generation at functor application time is the most natural way to achieve this e ciency. There is a code transformation (presented in section 4) which achieves this e ciency in some cases, and should be simple to add to a Standard ML compiler. This transformation requires conditional code to be written in a particular style. We have chosen a code style which makes the most of current compilation techniques and will also take advantage of a compiler which generates code at functor application time. This style will not be optimized by the described code transformation.
